Internet of remote things (IoRT) networks are regarded as an effective approach for providing services to smart devices, which are often remote and dispersed over in a wide area. Due to the fact that the ground base station deployment is difficult and the power consumption of smart devices is limited in IoRT networks, the hierarchical Space-Air-Ground architecture is very essential for these scenarios. This paper aims to investigate energy efficient resource allocation problem in a two-hop uplink communication for Space-Air-Ground Internet of remote things (SAG-IoRT) networks assisted with unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) relays. In particular, the optimization goal of this paper is to maximize the system energy efficiency by jointly optimizing sub-channel selection, uplink transmission power control and UAV relays deployment. The optimization problem is a mix-integer non-linear non-convex programming, which is hard to tackle. Therefore, an iterative algorithm that combines two sub-problems is proposed to solve it. First, given UAV relays deployment position, the optimal sub-channel selection and power control policy are obtained by the Lagrangian dual decomposition method. Next, based on the obtained sub-channel allocation and power control policy, UAV relays deployment is obtained by successive convex approximation (SCA). These two sub-problems are alternatively optimized to obtain the maximum system energy efficiency. Numerical results verify that the proposed algorithm has at least 21.9% gain in system energy efficiency compared to the other benchmark scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, with the emergence of smart devices such as wearable devices and various types of sensor nodes, the concept of the Internet of Things (IoT) has captured public attention. In IoT networks of different scenarios, there are a large number of widely deployed smart devices. Generally, smart devices are densely deployed in urban scenes such as the Internet of Vehicles (IoV). Furthermore, smart devices are also distributed in remote areas to monitor or sense that cannot be served by ground access networks such as deserts, forest and oceans. IoT networks in this case are called Internet of Remote Things (IoRT) networks [1] . In IoRT networks, The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Ayaz Ahmad .
due to the fact that smart devices are not served by the ground access networks, achieving reliable uplink communications is challenging.
To solve this challenge, as a complement and extension of terrestrial communication networks, the satellite is an integral part of IoRT networks [2] , [3] . Due to the advantages of high service reliability, wide coverage, and large communication capacity, satellites can meet the needs of large connections in IoRT networks [4] , greatly improve the quality of service (QoS) for smart devices, and provide continuous communication services in the case of natural disasters or manmade disasters [5] . Therefore, the application of satellites in IoRT networks is widely investigated in the literature, and many scholars have carried out in-depth discussions such as environmental monitoring management [6] , [7] , smart grid [8] , [9] and emergency communication [10] , [11] , as shown in Fig. 1 . Further explanation, in the aspect of environmental monitoring management, taking forest monitoring as an example, since the geographical location of forests is usually relatively remote, it is difficult to deploy base stations on the ground. However, the monitoring of forest indicators is very necessary. The general method is to densely deploy some smart devices in the forest to collect and monitor information such as humidity and temperature, which is an important task in forest fire prevention. Therefore, forest monitoring is a typical scenario of IoRT networks. Similarly, the other two cases need to collect information and communicate regularly when ground networks are not covered or damaged. These researches validate obvious advantages of satellites in IoRT networks and achieve major technological breakthroughs in several typical scenarios. However, IoRT networks based on satellites communication also faces many challenges. Considering the huge number of smart devices via satellite services and the long transmission delay, it is not easy for smart devices to randomly access satellite networks [12] . Due to the power consumption limitations of smart devices, it is also difficult to achieve long distance and long time transmissions [13] , [14] .
Therefore, the unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) is considered as an effective way to tackle the above challenges for IoRT networks. Indeed, with the rapid development of UAV technology, UAV is playing increasingly important roles in communications. For IoRT networks, UAV is a promising communication means to meet the challenges and the QoS requirements of smart devices. Due to the high mobility, low cost, flexible deployment and good line-of-sight (LOS), UAV can be applied to IoRT networks [15] , [16] . It can assist the satellites to achieve seamless coverage, further improve the channel capacity of the growing IoRT networks [17] - [19] , and dynamically move to smart devices and transmit information to the satellite, which greatly reduces the transmit power consumption of smart devices. Thus, the UAV can be considered to act as a relay to join IoRT networks. When the UAV act as a relay, the UAV network is cooperatively scheduled to provide communication services for IoRT networks, which can expand coverage and improve space-air-ground channel quality, thereby improving system throughput [20] . In [16] , the relay is carried on the UAV to form a mobility relay, which improves the performance of the system. Compared with the traditional static base station, the system throughput is significantly improved. [21] also shows that UAV relays can expand the coverage of the system and improve network connectivity.
Indeed, when the UAV acts as a relay role to join IoRT networks, the resource allocation problem for the entire network, especially for UAV networks, is worth studying. Nowadays, many scholars focus on the research of UAV networks. Many literatures discuss the resource allocation of mobile UAV networks and static UAV networks. For mobile UAV networks, a large number of literatures focus on optimizing flight trajectory and deployment to improve system throughput [22] , complete obstacle avoidance [23] , [24] , improve the overall efficiency of system [25] , minimize communication completion time [26] , and extend the life of the node. For static UAV networks, the hovering UAV can reduce power consumption and the risk of collision [27] and optimizing UAV deployment location can improve system performance [28] , so people begin to focus on maximizing system throughput [29] , reducing transmission delay [30] and further improving system performance by combining bandwidth allocation, UAV static deployment and beamwidth when UAV is statically hovering [31] - [33] . Among them, [27] considers the important impact of the height on UAV networks, and guarantees the security of the UAV through the height restriction. In addition, as the communication requirements increase, delay-sensitive services in UAV networks are also receiving widespread attention [34] .
The advantages of UAV relays are fully demonstrated in the space-air-ground networks architecture. The design of spaceair-ground networks can break through the limitations of terrestrial communication systems in terms of network capacity and coverage, provide high-speed and reliable wireless access services in marginal areas [35] . Therefore, the capacity, connectivity and energy efficiency of IoRT networks can be significantly improved depending upon such multi-layer heterogeneous networks [27] . [27] uses UAV as the role of relay, considers the interference between the three layers of heterogeneous networks, and maximizes the system throughput. In [32] , the height, beamwidth, position and bandwidth allocation are taken as optimization variables to reduce the total power consumption of the system. Furthermore, in IoRT networks, the study of energy efficiency is urgent because of the consideration of reliable uplink communication and the low power consumption constraints of smart devices. So we propose a hierarchical space-air-ground Internet of remote Things (SAG-IoRT) architecture consisting of satellites, UAV relays and smart devices. In SAG-IoRT networks, this paper uses the UAV relay as an effective way to maximize the system energy efficiency to cope with the challenges for IoRT networks. Meanwhile, in the remote dense node area where the ground base station can not cover, the UAV relay is used to assist satellites and smart devices to communicate. In addition, we formulate a resource allocation problem for SAG-IoRT networks.
For the above mentioned, the problem of energy efficiency resource allocation in SAG-IoRT networks is studied in this paper. Based on the characteristics of SAG-IoRT networks, the UAV relay is integrated to the heterogeneous network system, and the resource allocation algorithm of joint subchannel selection, power control, UAV relays deployment is proposed. The algorithm can significantly improve the system energy efficiency for SAG-IoRT networks. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• This paper proposes a resource allocation problem of SAG-IoRT networks for optimized sub-channel selection, power control and UAV relay deployment for maximizing system energy efficiency.
• The resource allocation problem is hard to tackle directly. It is divided into two sub-problems in this paper. In the first sub-problem, the optimal sub-channel selection and power control policy are obtained by given UAV relays deployment. In the second sub-problem, UAV relays deployment policy is obtained based on the first sub-problem. Then, we iterate two sub-problems to obtain the maximum system energy efficiency.
• The simulation results verify the convergence of the proposed resource allocation algorithm. The results show that the proposed algorithm has higher gain compared with other algorithms, and can also effectively improve the system energy efficiency.
The remainder of the paper is as follows. The system model and the optimization problem formulation are elaborated in Section II. In Section III, the transformation of the objective function and the solution of two sub-problems are given. In addition, the resource allocation algorithm that jointly considers sub-channel selection, power control and UAV relays deployment is proposed. Meanwhile, simulation results show that the proposed algorithm has good convergence and effectiveness in Section IV. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we introduce the system model and formulate the optimization problem of energy efficiency resource allocation for SAG-IoRT networks.
A. SYSTEM MODEL In this paper, as shown in Fig. 2 , we consider a hierarchical network consisting of one low-orbiting satellite, M UAV relays, and N terrestrial smart devices, which share a channel with a bandwidth of W . The height of the low-orbit satellite And we use D n to indicate the position of the n-th smart device, where D n = (x n , y n , 0).
We divide the frequency band resources occupied by UAV relays and the low-orbit satellite communication into M parts equally to reduce the problem of intra-system interference so that each UAV relay works in different frequency bands, and there is no interference between them. Meanwhile, we divide the frequency band resources occupied by each UAV relay into K sub-channels. Communication between smart devices and UAV relays, UAV relays and the low-orbit satellite is considered to be line-of-sight transmission (LOS), and channel fading is Rice fading. Let N indicate the number of smart devices served by UAV relays. This paper focuses on the uplink data collection process, and we use c min to indicate the minimum rate requirement of smart devices.
The channel gain of the n-th smart device to the m-th UAV relay in the k-th sub-channel and the m-th UAV relay to the low-orbit satellite are respectively represented by g D→U n,m,k and g U→S m , where n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }, m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M } and k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K }. g D→U n,m,k is determined by the position of smart devices D n and the position of UAV relays D m . Therefore, the channel gain of the n-th smart device to the m-th UAV relay in the k-th sub-channel can be formulated as:
where g 0 denotes the channel power gain at a reference distance of 1 meter (m). For the sake of simple analysis, since the distance of UAV relays from the low-orbit satellite is far, the distance can be replaced by the height of the satellite. Therefore, the channel gain of the m-th UAV relay to the loworbit satellite can be formulated as:
In addition, we use P D→U n,m,k and P U→S m to denote the transmission power from the n-th smart device to the m-th UAV relay in the k-th sub-channel and the m-th UAV relay to the low-orbit satellite in the uplink, respectively. We donate P N ×M ×K as the power control matrix for all smart devices Next, we define the channel selection matrix between the smart devices and the UAV relays as A N ×M ×K , where [A] n,m,k = a n,m,k . It is further explained that a n,m,k = 1 indicates that the n-th smart device occupies the k-th subchannel in the m-th UAV relay network, otherwise, a n,m,k = 0. Let σ 2 denote additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), and some key parameters are given in Table 1 . Therefore, for the m-th UAV relay network, the UAV relay receiving signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) from the n-th smart device occupying the k-th sub-channel can be expressed as:
Similarly, the low-orbit satellite receiving signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) from the m-th UAV relay can be expressed as:
In our model, we assume that for a relay UAV network, at most one smart device can access the same sub-channel in the same time slot. At the same time, we assume that each smart device served by the UAV relay is equipped with a directional antenna.
According to the Shannon formula and the characteristics of the Amplify-and-Forward (AF) relay [36] , the uplink capacity of the n-th smart device on the k-th sub-channel assisted by the m-th UAV relay to the low-orbit satellite can be formulated as:
B. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this subsection, we formulate the resource allocation problem of maximizing system energy efficiency (Bit/Joule) for SAG-IoRT networks. The system capacity is the total number of bits that smart devices successfully transmit to the low-orbit satellite with the aid of UAV relays per unit time (bit/s), which can be expressed as:
The system power consumption is the sum of the communication power consumption of smart devices, the communication power consumption and the hovering power consumption of UAV relays, which can be expressed as:
For the sake of simple analysis, the hovering power of UAV relays is set to a constant. The system energy efficiency is the bit value of the system successfully transmitting data after each joule energy consumption, which can be expressed as:
The purpose of this paper is to maximize the system energy efficiency for SAG-IoRT networks with a series of constraints, and the constraints are further explained below:
• Smart devices transmit power constraint. The transmit power of each smart device is non-negative and has a maximum transmit power constraint P D→U max . For ∀n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N },
M m=1 K k=1 a n,m,k P D→U n,m,k ≤ P D→U max , ∀n.
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• UAV relays transmit power constraint. The transmit power of each UAV relay is non-negative, has a minimum hovering power constraint, and has a maximum transmission power constraint P U→S max . For ∀m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M },
• QoS guarantee for smart devices. Each smart device must meet the minimum data rate requirements to work normally. For ∀n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N },
• Sub-channel selection constraint. In each UAV relay network, a sub-channel in a slot is allocated to a smart device at most. For ∀m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M } and ∀k ∈
• UAV relays deployment and security constraint. In order to ensure the security of M UAV relays, we consider the security distance of UAV relays. In addition, they hover within a security height range [H min , H max ]. Let M represent the set of M UAV relays. For ∀i, j ∈ M,
• The low-orbit satellite capacity constraint. Assume that the maximum capacity of the low-orbit satellite is c S max , in order to transmit all data effectively, for ∀n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }, ∀m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M } and ∀k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K },
Therefore, the resource allocation problem of maximizing system energy efficiency (Bit/Joule) for SAG-IoRT networks can be formulated as (20) , as shown at the bottom of the next page.
The objective function of this paper is a function of A,P D→U , P U→S , D U and is non-concave in A,P D→U , P U→S , D U . In addition, the integer programming constraints (16) and UAV relays deployment constraints (17) are non-convex. Therefore, this problem is non-convex optimization problem. In the following, we relax the integer variable and convexly approximate the non-convex constraint, and then transform the problem (20) into a convex optimization problem. Then the problem (20) is divided into two sub-problems and solved.
III. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM SOLUTION
The key challenge to solve the problem (20) is the nonconcavity caused by the fractional form of the objective function and the non-convexity of (16) and (17) . In general, there is no standard solution for this non-convex optimization problem. In order to obtain the solution to this problem, we introduce an optimization scheme for resource allocation problem through the equivalent transformation of the nonlinear fractional programming problem [37] . We propose a joint optimization algorithm for maximizing the system energy efficiency for SAG-IoRT networks. Since there are four optimization variables in problem (20) , it is almost impossible to find the optimal solution. Therefore, the original problem is divided into two sub-problems for solving. In sub-problem 1, we first fix UAV relays deployment, and find the optimal policy for joint sub-channel selection and power control. Then, relying on the results of sub-problem 1, we obtain deployment policy for each UAV relay in sub-problem 2. Finally, we iteratively solve these two sub-problems to obtain the optimization problem solution.
A. OBJECTIVE FUNCTION TRANSFORMATION
First, we transform the objective function from a fractional form to a tractable subtraction form. Without loss of generality, the system maximum average energy efficiency λ * is defined as (21) , as shown at the bottom of the next page. Next, we introduce Lemma 1 to solve the optimization problem (20) .
Lemma 1 When R A,P D→U ,P U→S , D U ≥ 0 and P A,P D→U ,P U→S , D U ≥ 0 is satisfied, the system maximum energy efficiency can be obtained, if and only if (22) , as shown at the bottom of the next page.
Lemma 1 illustrates that for any objective function that is a fractional form of the optimization problem, there is an equivalent subtraction form, i.e., R − λ * P. Therefore, the nonlinear fractional objective function is transformed into a subtraction objective function by a non-negative factor λ, and the problem (20) is transformed as
In order to solve the problem (23), we propose an energy efficiency maximization iterative algorithm based on the Dinkelbach method. The proposed algorithm is described in Algorithm 1.
B. SUB-PROBLEM 1: JOINT SUB-CHANNEL SELECTION AND POWER CONTROL OPTIMIZATION
In this subsection, we first fix the deployment position D U of UAV relays, thus g D→U n,m,k is a constant. Since g U→S m is also a constant, thus (5) can be expressed as:
Algorithm 1 Iterative Algorithm Based on Dinkelbach Method for Resource Allocation Input:
Iter max : the maximum iteration index of Dinkelbach method ε Dink : an infinitesimal number n: iteration index λ: energy efficiency Output:
A * , P D→U * , P U→S * , D U * : the optimal resource allocation policy λ * : the maximum energy efficiency 1: n := 0, λ := 0. 2: while n < Iter max do 3: Solve the optimization problem (23) for given λ and obtain resource allocation policy A, P D→U ,P U→S , D U . 4: if R − λP < ε Dink then 5: return A * , P D→U * , P U→S * , D U * = A, P D→U ,P U→S , D U and λ * = R P. 6: else 7: Set λ := R P and n := n + 1.
8:
Next, we transform a non-convex optimization problem (23) into a tractable convex optimization problem [38] . First, we relax an integer programming constraint a n,m,k ∈ {0, 1} to a continuous convex constraint a n,m,k ∈ [0, 1]. Further, the auxiliary variable ρ D→U n,m,k = a n,m,k P D→U n,m,k is introduced. Therefore, (24), (6) , and (7) can be transformed into:
where κ = ρ D→U n,m,k g D→U n,m,k P U→S m g U→S m and υ = a n,m,k σ 2
2) PROBLEM REFORMULATION Based on the above, the optimization problem can be rewritten as: 
After transformation and reformulation, the problem (28) is transformed from a more complicated fractional programming problem to a simpler non-convex optimization problem. We can use the Lagrangian dual decomposition method to solve the problem. When we use this method to solve a non-convex optimization problem, there is often a dual gap. However, the literature [39] proves that when the number of sub-carriers is large enough, the dual gap of the non-convex optimization problem is zero. Therefore, we consider that the optimal solution to the problem (28) can be obtained by the Lagrangian dual decomposition method.
3) LAGRANGIAN DUAL DECOMPOSITION METHOD
In this part, the Lagrangian dual decomposition method is used to solve the sub-problem 1 of joint sub-channel selection and power control in (28) . The Lagrangian function of 
where A = a n,m,k , ρ D→U = ρ D→U n,m,k , P U→S = P U→S m , and µ, ν, ω, ξ , η are Lagrangian multipliers related to the constraints. C2, C4 and C7 will be considered after obtaining the optimal solution of a n,m,k , ρ D→U n,m,k and P U→S m . The dual function can be expressed as:
Therefore, the Lagrangian dual problem can be expressed as:
Further explanation, (29) can be expressed as:
ξ m,k a n,m,k ,
The objective function (32) is a non-concave function in A, ρ D→U , P U→S , but when two of the variables are fixed, the objective function is a concave function for the other variable. According to (32) , the dual problem can be viewed as M parallel sub-problems. Since (34) is a constant, there is no effect on the final solution result, so it can be ignored. Let a n,m,k * , ρ D→U n,m,k * and P U→S m * be the optimal solution for maximizing (33) . Using the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions, take (33) the partial derivatives of a n,m,k , ρ D→U n,m,k , and P U→S m as:
where
When a n,m,k and ρ D→U n,m,k are fixed, is a concave function, and considering the constraint C4, the optimal solution P U→S m * , ∀m satisfies the following:
Then, the optimal solution for the m-th UAV relay power control is given below:
where p 1 = (α 1 + β 1 ) β 1 χ 1 , q 1 = (α 1 + 2β 1 ) 1 χ 1 and
where κ 2 = κ 1 , 2 = a n,m,k σ 2 n σ 2 m + a n,m,k σ 2 n P U→S 
Hence, the optimal solution ρ D→U n,m,k * of the n-th smart device power control occupying the k-th sub-channel of the m-th UAV relay network service is given below:
where P D→U n,m,k * = ρ D→U n,m,k * a n,m,k , p 2 = (α 2 + β 2 ) β 2 χ 2 , q 2 = (α 2 + 2β 2 ) 2 χ 2 and r 2 = χ 2 2 2 − (1 + ω n − η) a n,m,k α 2 2 κ 2 .
Finally,
is a constant, and positive and negative cannot be determined. Considering the constraint C7, the optimal solution a n,m,k * , ∀n, m, k satisfies the following:
< 0, a n,m,k * = 0 ∂ ∂a n,m,k = 0, a n,m,k * ∈ [0, 1] ∂ ∂a n,m,k > 0, a n,m,k * = 1.
In our model, each UAV relay network has at most one smart device accessing the same sub-channel in one time slot. To maximize the Lagrangian function, there are:
where a n * ,m,k * = 1 represents the choice of the optimal smart device.
4) LAGRANGIAN MULTIPLIERS UPDATE
Since the dual function of (30) is non-differentiable, we use the subgradient method to update the Lagrangian multipliers [40] , [41] . The Lagrangian multipliers are updated as follows: Use (42) (43) to obtain the optimal sub-channel selection value a n * ,m,k * .
5:
Use (44) (45) (46) (47) (48) to update Lagrangian multipliers µ (n) , ν (n) , ω (n) , ξ (n) , η (n) . 6: if Lagrangian multipliers convergence then 7: w := 0 8: return the optimal sub-channel selection and power control policy A * , P D→U * , P U→S * . 
n,m,k a n,m,k
where i is the iterative index, θ is the update step size and [·] + = max {0, ·}. Therefore, the optimal sub-channel selection and power control algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. According to the above explanation, we can obtain the optimal solution A * , P D→U * , P U→S * of sub-channel selection and power control in the case where UAV relays deployment is fixed, and the system energy efficiency at this time can be expressed as λ EE A * , P D→U * , P U→S * ,D U .
C. SUB-PROBLEM 2: UAV RELAYS DEPLOYMENT OPTIMIZATION
In sub-problem 1, we fixed the each UAV relay deployment to find the optimal sub-channel selection and power control policy, which can be expressed as A * , P D→U * , P U→S * . In this sub-problem, we obtain UAV relays deployment based on the optimal solution obtained from sub-problem 1. In subproblem 2, the power term in (23) is constant and does not affect the optimization result. For ease of analysis, the power term can be ignored. Taking into account the constraints (17) and (18) in problem (23) , the optimization problem (28) can be written as: 
where f 0 D U is the objective function of problem (49), and
1) SUCCESSIVE CONVEX APPROXIMATION (SCA) ASSISTED ITERATIVE SEARCH
Problem (50) is a non-convex optimization problem. In order to transform it into a tractable convex optimization problem, SCA method is adopted to perform linear approximation to f 0 D U and f 1 D U . Through a series of iterative solutions in Algorithm 3, we can obtain solution to the optimization problem. Because f 1 D U is a quadratic type, it can be expressed as
represents a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements M, and 1 is a unit matrix of M × M.
To further elaborate, the first-order Taylor expansion for f 0 D U and f 1 D U is as follows: Calculate f 0 D U * (n) .
5:
Obtain the first-order Taylor expansion of f 0 D U , f 1 D U . 6: Solve the convex sub-problem in (54) by CVX.
7:
Obtain D U * (n+1) and calculate f 0 D U * (n+1) .
≤ ε then 9: v := 0 10:
return UAV relays deployment policy D U * = D U * (n+1) .
11:
else 12: Update iteration index n := n + 1 13: end if 14: end while
where D U(n) is the D U value of the n-th iteration, and , , and are M × 1 vectors.
Similarly,
(53)
2) CONVEX LINEAR PROGRAMMING PROBLEM SOLUTION
After the non-concave objective function and the non-convex constraint are linearly approximated by the first-order Taylor expansion, the problem (50) can be transformed into a convex linear programming problem:
The convex linear programming problem (54) can be solved by the CVX toolbox. Therefore, with the SCA assisted method, we can find deployment position D U * of each UAV relay through the optimal solution A * , P D→U * , P U→S * obtained in sub-problem 1, so we can obtain λ EE A * , P D→U * , P U→S * , D U * by solving the two sub-problems. However, it is still not the ultimate solution to the problem (23). Next, we combine the two subproblems solving algorithms and the Dinkelbach maximum energy efficiency iterative algorithm to obtain the maximum system energy efficiency.
D. JOINT SUB-CHANNEL SELECTION, POWER CONTROL, AND UAV RELAYS DEPLOYMENT OPTIMIZATION
In sub-problem 1 and sub-problem 2, we studied the optimization of sub-channel selection, power control, and UAV relays deployment. In this part, we combine the two subproblem solving algorithms and the Dinkelbach maximum energy efficient iterative algorithm to jointly optimize subchannel selection, power control, and UAV relays deployment. Specifically, in the i-th iteration of sub-problem 1, the optimal sub-channel selection and power control policy {(A) * , (P D→U ) * ,(P U→S ) * } (i,j−1,t−1) is obtained by the initial energy efficiency λ (t−1) EE and the fixed UAV relays deployment D U (j−1,t−1) , at which time the system energy effi-
).
Then, in sub-problem 2, according to the obtained {(A) * , (P D→U ) * ,(P U→S ) * } (i,j−1,t−1) , UAV relays deployment (D U ) * (j−1,t−1) can be obtained, and we obtain the system energy efficiency 1) ) that combines the two sub-problems. Finally, according to Dinkelbach maximum energy efficiency iterative algorithm, the system energy efficiency value λ * EE = λ (i,j,t) EE ({A, (P D→U ),(P U→S )} (i,j,t) , D U (j,t) , λ (t) ) can be obtained. Furthermore, the policy of sub-channel selection and power control policy and UAV relays deployment are also available, which can be expressed as:
{A * , (P D→U ) * ,(P U→S ) * } = {A, (P D→U ),(P U→S )} (i,j,t) , (D U ) * = D U (j,t) . The resource allocation algorithm for joint sub-channel selection, power control, and UAV relays deployment (RA-CPD) is shown in Algorithm 4.
E. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
In this subsection, we further analyze the computational complexity of the proposed resource allocation algorithm (RA-CPD) for joint sub-channel selection, power control, and UAV relay deployment position optimization. According to RA-CPD, Algorithm 1 based on the Dinkelbach Method performs a total of t max iterations to update the energy efficiency of the system. When the UAV relay deployment position is fixed, Algorithm 2 combines sub-channel selection and power control to update. A total of i max iterations are performed, and each time the computational complexity is O (i max NMK ). After obtaining the optimal sub-channel selection and power control, algorithm 3 based on the SCA assisted iterative algorithm updates the UAV relay deployment position. Since the CVX toolbox is used in Algorithm 3 to solve the UAV relay deployment position for each step, the computational complexity of each step is O M 3.5 [42] . In summary, Algorithm 4 (RA-CPD) combines sub-channel selection, power control, and UAV relay deployment position. It can be obtained from the above analysis that the computational complexity of Algorithm 4 is O t max i max NMK + j max M 3.5 .
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the system performance metrics of the RA-CPD algorithm in terms of convergence and energy efficiency. In our simulations, we consider N = 10 smart devices are uniformly distributed in a circular area of 100m× 100m. Considering that the height of the low-orbit satellite is H S = 20km, M = 3 UAV relays hovering height range is 100m to 300m. We set the number of sub-channels K = 5 for each UAV relay network. The power spectral density of AWGN is −174dBm/Hz, and we set the unity gain of the reference distance g 0 = 1.42 × 10 −4 . The number of iterations is defined as the number of iterations of the Dinkelbach method of the main loop. For smart devices, we consider that the maximum signal transmit power is P D→U max = 0.1W and the minimum data rate requirement is c min = 10kbps. Similarly, for UAV relays, we consider that its maximum signal transmission power is P U→S max = 3W and the minimum hovering power is P hovering min = 2W. In addition, we set the maximum capacity of the low-orbit satellite network c S max = 1000Mbps. VOLUME 7, 2019 while v = 1 do 10: Update the smart devices sub-channel selection and power control relying Algorithm 2.
11:
if i = i max or arrive the convergence then 12: return A, P D→U , P U→S (i,j−1,t−1) .
13:
Calculate λ (i,j−1,t−1) EE . 14: w := 0 15: else 16: i := i + 1.
17:
end if 18: end while 19: Update the UAV relays deployment relying Algorithm 3.
20:
if j = j max or arrive the convergence then 21: return D U (j,t−1) .
22:
Calculate λ (i,j,t−1) EE . 23 :
v := 0 24: else 25: j := j + 1. 26: end if 27: end while 28: Update the system energy efficiency λ relying Algorithm 1. 29: if t = t max or arrive the convergence then 30: return λ (t) .
31:
Calculate λ (i,j,t) EE .
32:
o := 0 33: else 34: t := t + 1. 35: end if 36 : end while 37: Denote λ * EE = λ (i,j,t)
EE . 38: Set
A * , P D→U * , P U→S * = A, P D→U , P U→S (i,j,t) , D U * = D U (j,t) .
We first evaluate the convergence and analyze the performance of the proposed RA-CPD algorithm. The proposed RA-CPD algorithm is a resource allocation algorithm that combines sub-channel selection, power control, and UAV relays deployment. The system energy efficiency for different simulation settings of the number of smart devices N , UAV relays M and sub-channels K is compared in Fig. 3 , the relationship between the system energy efficiency at different simulation settings and the number of iterations of the Dinkelbach method. We can also obtain that the proposed algorithm always converges after 6 iterations. Consistent with expectations, the proposed RA-CPD algorithm has a better convergence performance with different simulation settings.
Next, we study the performance of different simulation settings by varying the number of smart devices N , UAV relays M and sub-channels K . Fig. 4 shows that the system energy efficiency as a function of the number of smart devices N in different simulation settings. As we can see, in the case of different system simulation settings, the system energy efficiency increases as the number of smart devices N increases, and decreases as the number of UAV relays M and sub-channels K increases. This is because as the number of smart devices increases, the system throughput increases more rapidly, resulting in an increase in the system energy efficiency. However, as the number of UAV relays M increases, the power consumption of UAV relays increases, which causes a waste of resources for the same number of smart devices, thereby reducing the system energy efficiency. As the number of sub-channels K increases, for the same number of smart devices, the vacant channels increase, resulting in a decrease in the utilization of the band resources, thereby reducing the system energy efficiency.
In Fig. 5 , we fix the number of UAV relays M = 3 and subchannels K = 5. By changing the number of smart devices, we can compare the impact of the maximum transmission power P D→U max of different smart devices on system performance. From Fig. 5 we can see that for the same smart devices with the maximum transmission power P D→U max , the system energy efficiency increases with the number of smart devices. At the same time, for a system with the same number of smart devices, the larger the maximum transmission power P D→U max of smart devices, the greater the system energy efficiency. This is because the larger the P D→U max , the greater the system overall rate of increase, resulting in an increase in the system energy efficiency.
Similarly, Fig. 6 demonstrates the effect of UAV relays maximum transmission power P U→S max on the system energy efficiency. In Fig 6, we still fix the number of UAV relays M = 3 and sub-channels K = 5, and then observe the change in system performance by changing UAV relays maximum transmission power P U→S max . Specifically, for UAV relays with the same maximum transmission power P U→S max , the system energy efficiency increases as the number of smart devices increases. Meanwhile, for a system with the same number of smart devices, the larger UAV relays maximum transmission power P U→S max , the greater the system energy efficiency. It can be explained that as the P U→S max increases, the signal strength of UAV relays increases, which leads to a larger increase in the system rate, and increases the system energy efficiency.
Next, we study the performance gain of our proposed RA-CPD algorithm compared to the random resource allocation and the resource allocation algorithm TSJ-RA proposed in [27] , and then demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm. In order to facilitate the evaluation of the performance of our proposed algorithm, we set the position and channel conditions of smart devices with three algorithms to be the same. Fig. 7 depicts the system energy efficiency with three different algorithms for different numbers of smart devices. It can be seen intuitively from Fig. 7 that in the case of the same number of smart devices, the RA-CPD algorithm far exceeds the random allocation scheme, meanwhile, there is at least 21.9% gain compared to TSJ-RA algorithm, which verifies the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm to a great extent. This is because the random resource allocation algorithm does not consider the problem from the perspective of the whole system, and only satisfies the optimality of one or several intelligent devices instead of the global optimal, so the algorithm of random resource allocation performs poorly. Similarly, for the TSJ-RA algorithm, the main consideration is the UAV height constraint. Since the deployment position of the UAV is described by three parameters, the horizontal position has a large impact on the communication performance of the UAV, so we can not easily ignore it.
As an extension of Fig. 7, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 respectively demonstrate that the system energy efficiency varies with the maximum transmission power of different smart devices and different UAV relays with different resource allocation algorithms. From Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 , we can obtain that the algorithm we proposed has a very better gain compared with the other two algorithms with the same number of smart devices, the same maximum transmission power of smart devices and UAV relays, which verifies the conclusions drawn above.
In addition, we can also find that for RA-CPD and TSJ-RA algorithms, with the increase of the number of smart devices, the system energy efficiency with the RA-CPD algorithm is increasing, and the system energy efficiency with the TSJ-RA algorithm is in a tendency to stabilize.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied the energy efficient resource allocation problem for SAG-IoRT networks. Firstly, a mixed integer fractional programming problem with two subproblems of joint sub-channel selection, power control and UAV relays deployment has been formulated. After transforming the problem with the Dinkbelch method, we have used the Lagrange dual decomposition method to solve the sub-problem 1. Then, we have used the SCA assisted method to transform the sub-problem 2 into a convex linear programming problem. And then the CVX toolbox has been used to solve the sub-problem 2. Furthermore, a solution to the optimization problem has been obtained by iteratively solving the two sub-problems. Next, the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm has been given. Finally, the performance of our proposed RA-CPD algorithm has been verified by simulation. The gain of our proposed algorithm has been proved by comparing other resource allocation algorithms. Simulation results have demonstrated that the proposed RA-CPD algorithm can improve the system energy efficiency for SAG-IoRT networks. 
